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ABSTRACT
The Mean Value Analysis (MVA) algorithm of Reiser and Laven-
berg is a very simple technique for the solution of fairly complex
queueing network models: This paper describes a computer pro-
gram which uses the MVA algorithm to solve almost all known ver-
sions of closed queueing networks which have 'product form' solu-
tions.
Introduction
Queueing network models of computer systems are emerging as both a tool
useful in analyzing and predicting system performance and as a topic of
research [BCMP75]. Until 1978, the most popular technique for obtaining
(exact) solutions of these networks was the convolution technique [ReKa75.
BaBS77, BrBaBO]. In 1978. Reiser and Lavenberg [ReLa7B] introduced a new
technique, based on a. Mean Value Analysis, which could be used to solve these
models. This MYA technique is simpler to describe and implement than the con-
volution technique. Also, the convolution technique usually required a step to
obtain performance parameters w~ch resulted in a numerically unstable algo-




The algorithm as presented by Reiser and Lavenberg had one major draw-
back, namely the storage required to stofe all of the intermedIate values could
become quite large. Many researchers have examined the MVA algorithm and
have suggested [ZahoBO] modlfications which could drastically reduce the
storage required. Also, Reiser and Lavenberg hinted at extensions to th~ir algo-
rithm which would enlarge the set of solveable models to lnclude features han-
dled by the convolution programs. Balbo [Balb79] and BrueH and Balbo [BrBaBO]
have published some of these exte~ions.
This paper first describes the original MVA algorithm, using the nolation of
Denning and Buzen [DeBu78], instead of the notation used by Reiser and Laven-
berg. This description covers both single and multiple. class models. with service
centers of the four admissable types (first come/first served - FCFS, processor
sharing - PS, infi.nite servers - IS, and last come/last served-preempt - LCFS).
Next, a storage management technique is presented. Extensions to the original
MYA algorithm permit· solution of models with· multi-server facilities, state
dependent service rates. and jobs which switch between classes. The paper is
complete in the sense that all equations and steps are presented. so that
interested readers could implement these algorithms in their own programs.
The paper concludes with three complete examples, so that other programs can
be checked for accuracy.
The MVA Algorithm (Single Class)
An example of the type of model we are working with appears in Figure 1.
In this model, there are K service faclUties (also called stations). and N jobs cir~
culaling through the network of facilities. When a job arrives at the i-th facility.
it joins the queue of other jo.bs which are .awaiting service. Depending on the
service discipline of the faciUly. the waiting tasks receive enough use of the
faciltiy to satisfy each demand. These demands are characterized in one of the
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following ways, depending on the service discipline of the facility:
1. If the service discipline is FCFS. then the distribution of service intervals Is
negative exponenllal, with mean S,.
2. If the service is discipline Is PS, IS or LCFS, then the distribution can be any
distrIbution with a rational Laplace transform with mean S~.
gll=·l g12:::: .7
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Example of Queue1ng Network Model [Buze73]
When a job leaves a facillly, it travels to another facility. The probabiltiy of
a job leaving station i and going to station j is qiJ. In subsequent sections, we
will deal witb.models with several distinct classes of jobs. with facilities with mul-
tiple servers and with service demands which can depend on the number.of jobs
at the facility. A set of numbers. l'i, for lsi~K, are also needed. These are any
set of solution values of the set of equations
K
Vi = B v. qu (l<:j <:K).
~=1
These ~·s, when suitably normalized. can be interpreted as the number of visits
to each facility per Job. hence the use of the term visit ratios, We should note
r -
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that while a central server model [Buze73] is shown in Figure 1, nothing 1n the
MYA algorithm limits the arrangement of the facilities of the modeL In particu-
lar, 1n our Iormulatton, dllIerent routings for Jobs travelIng between Iacl11t1es are
handled by different trao:!lition probo.bilitic:!I (qij) Of, equiv!1lently, by dl1Ierent
visit ratios (~).
-When a model is solved, we obtain several measures of the performance of
the system; these performance variables include. for station i. Uf,. the facility
utilization. A;. the facility throughput rate, ~, the mean queue length, and Wi,
the mean job response time. We let the index 0 denote the "outside world" with
respect to the system. Thus. Xo is the system job throughput rate. We some-
times affix an argument N to a performance measure (e.g. U,,(N)) ,to emphasize
that it [s computed tor a parUcular level of multiprogramming. All of this nota-
tion is summarized in Table 1.
K number of facilities
Sf. mean service interval. facility i
qv probability of i to j transition
Vi visit ratios
N number of active Jobs
U, utilization
Xi throughput rate
n,; mean queue length
W, mean response time
Xo system job throughput rate
Table 1
Notation
-The -MVA algorithm--uses-the -visit- ratios--(--1{-)-plus ,the-mean-service-intervals-
(Sf.) to produce values of the performance variables for any number of active
jobs eN). The steps of the algorithm are as follows:
n, (0) = 0 (l"i"K)




S' [1 + ",(N - 1)] II FCFS, PS aT LCFS









By repeating steps 1-4 for values of N ranging from 1 up to the desired level of
multiprogramming, the solution Is obtained.
The derivations of these formulae are available in several places ([ReLa78].
[Balb79j, [BuDeBOj, and [BrB.BOj, to name a faw), Step (1) can be derived, but it
also can be Just1fled on the intuitive grounds that lor FCFS queues, the response
time experienced by an arriving job at facility i is composed of the service times
for all of the jobs which arrived earlier plus the service time of the new job
(St 71i(N-l) + S,). For PS queues, the response time is simply the service time
degraded by the number of jobs at the queue. (St [1 + ~(N -1)]). Equation (2) is
the application of Little's Law for the system as a whole. Equation (3) is one
form of the definition of Vi. Equation (4) is Little's Law applled to each individual
queue,
The key to the MVA algorithm 1s the use of equation (1) to obtain the facility
response time with N Jobs active from the mean queue length with N-1 jobs
active. This follows from a rele.tionship wWch has been known (e.g. [DeBu78] had
the equivalent expression ",(N) = U,(N) [1 + n,(N -1)] on page. 253), This re1a-
tionship was proved as a theorem by Sevcik and Mitriani in [SeMi79]. This
theorem states that for networks with product form solutions. the queue length
distribution at a facility when a job arrives is the same as the usual queue length
distribution with one fewer jobs active in the system. The operational analysis
, '-,
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version of this theorem is proved in [BuDeBO].
An complete example 01 this algorithm as applied to a s1mple model
appears in the section containing the examples.
The IofVAAlgorithm (Multiple Classes)
Queueing network models can also be solved for cases with several classes
of jobs. In this version, a class is a set or jobs wIth the same branching probabilt-
ties (and consequently the same visil ratios) and the same mean service inter-
vals. We use R to denote the number of job classes and Sir and Vir to denote the
mean serVice interval and visit ratio at facility i for class 1" jobs respectively.
Jobs in different classes can have dlfferenl branching probabilities and, for PS,
IS and LCFS facilities. different mean service intervals; for FeFS facilities, the
mean service intervals for all classes must be equal (Le. 8(1:::8(2='" =S(R. if
facility i is FCFS). All of the performance variables have both class and global
values which will be denoted, for example. Uv- (utilization of facility i for class T
jobs) and U( (utilization at facility i for all jobs) respectively.
The branching probabilities for multiple class models can be extended to
denote the SWitching from one class to another as a job travels from one facility
to another. The notation qirJ' signifies a job of class r which Leaves station i and
joins cLass s at station" with probability qir.JII' In the initial version of the multi-
pIe class MVA algorithm, we omit this class sWitchlng feature; this feature 1s
added in a later section.
For the multiple class model, we have to extend to concept of number of
jobs in the system to the number of jobs in each class. In order to do this, we
adopt a vector notation..Al == (N 1,N2 , ... ,NR ), where Nr denotes the number of jobs
in class R, N will be called a Job conftguration or mix. In the multiple ciass ver-
sion of the MVA algorithm, 'We need to denote a "class T predecessor
o
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configuration"; this will be denoted (./JI. - -1,.) and is defined to be
(N, .....Nr-l,·· ..NR).
The Vir parameters are now obtained as the solutions to the set of equations
lj, = l;Vtr Qv-J6' (l~irisK, lST,S'sR)
<,
thUs, given a model, we can use the multiple class WlIfA algorithm to obtain solu-
tions for any configuration of jobs ( N ) as foHows:
;;;(0"..• 0) = 0 (l"'i"'K)
then for each class r and each facility i
(5)









In the multiple class case, a simple enumeration of the job configurations is
no longer sufi'icient, in contrast to the single class algorithm. The problem now
is that while we are solving a configuration N = (N 1, .•••NR ). we need the global
mean queue lengths at each station for the R predecessor configurations ./JI.--lr-.
for !srsR. Thus, in order to have an efficient algorithm. we need to be certain
that the queue lengths for each predecessor configuration are already computed
and available as configuration .N. is being solved. Since the number of
configurations leading to a tinal contlguration can be quite large, efficient. . ,
enumeration and storage management schemes are essential. As soon as a good





The problem of enwnerating job contlgurations and storing intermediate
results Is illustrated in Figure 2. In Figure 2, we show the intermediate
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Configurations ReqUired to Solve (3,2) Model
We can see, for example, that in order to solve the model for configuration (2,1).
we need to use the mean queue lengths for configurations (2.0) (required for
class 2) and (1,1) (required lor class 1).
Examination of Figure 2 leads to the conclusion that there could be more
than one way of enumerating the configurations 80 that all predecessor
configurations are already computed for every conflguration [BrumSl]. The
most obvious technique is to process each column proceeding from left to right.
Another, equivalent scheme is to proceed from top to bottom along the diago-
nals. Still, another approach is to process each horizontal row, proceeding from
top to bottom. ]n this approach, we never have to save more than the one
preceding row. Brumfield (BrumBl) has found that none of these three schemes
. ,
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is optimal for all cases.
In the horizontal-row scheme, we notice that each row corresponds to a
level of multiprogramming and consists of all legal combinations of R job classes
which add up to that level of multiprogramming. Notice that at some. point•. the
number of configurations to be solved begins to decrease; this occurs as the
maximum number of jobs for some class is reached. .
With this scheme, we need first to generate every legal configuration at
each successive level of multiprogramming. As the algorithm calculates facility
queue lengths at one level, these must be saved for use in calculating response
times at the next level. Furthermore, we need to save only queue lengths for
one level back; l.e, at configuration N. we need only (..N'--1.r). for some values of
T. In the scheme being discussed., we calculate only queue lengths which will be
required at the next level. The algorithm for generaUng successive
configurations is shown in Figure 3.











for k = 1 step 1 until M do begin
for i = 1 step 1 until R do begin
N[l] ; 0:
const[i] ; min(k, max[i]):
end;
mp = 0;














while x > 0 and i:!: R do begIn
N[l] = min(x, const[i]):
x=x-N[i];
mp = mp + N[i];









if (mp = k or N[I] = const[i]) and 1< R then begin
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mp = mp - N[i]:
N[i] = 0:
i = i + 1;
end
else begin
N[i] = N[i] + 1:





Algorithm to Generate All Configurations
The algorithm in Figure 3 generates only the required contlguratlons for
successive levels of multiprogramming. The remaining problem is to store the
calculated queue lengths so that they can be easily retrieved as needed. The
technique we use is to consider a conflguration of jobs as an index into an array
of queue lengths. These queue lengths are stored at the locations given by the
index as they are calculated. At the beginning of the next pass or level of mul-
tiprogramming, tbese are copied into another array. Then as predecessor
queue lengths are needed. they are accessed using the same technique.
As an example, assume that we have three job classes (R = 3) and the final
contl.guration is (3,2.1). Since the configuration at each level of multiprogram-.' /
mingo k I must sum to k. we need to use only two subscripts to uniquely locate
each configuration. Figure 4 illustrates the scheme used. In Figure 4. we arb1-_
trarily selected the right-most two subscripts (job class populations) as the
lD
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index or locator for that configuration.
k=1 k=2 k=3 k=4, k=5 k=6
0 100 200 300
1 010 110 210 310
2 020 120 220 320
3 001 101 201 301
4, 011 111 211 311
5 021 121 221 321
Figure 4-
Successive Configurations for (3,2,1)
In the program, these were stored in a linear array, and the addressing cal-
culation is done only once tor each class for each level of multiprogramming.
Also, if the final configuration is arranged so that the class with the largest
number at jobs Is the first class, there will be a minimal amount of wasted space
in this array. In Figure 4, it can be seen that tor k ;;: 4 and At ;;: (2,1,1), the three
required predecessor configuratioDS are f,N. -,J..l) ;;: (1,1,1), (.Al'~) ;;: (2,0,1), and
tN. --1.:l);;: (2,1,0). Furthermore, each of these can be located in the k ;;: 3
column using as locators (1,1), (0,1), and (1,0) respectively.
In Figure 3, the routine "solve" was not described. This is a routine which
implements the MVA algorithm. The inputs include K, the number of facilities, R.
the number of classes,./JI, the current configuration of jobs, fYtrl and [8
iT
), the
visit ratios and mean service intervals respectively, and f1ii (..A!' - -l,.)J, the queue
lengths for the predecessor configuratioDS. Figure 5 illustrates the kind of rou-
tine which is required. Figure 6 shows the use of the output from "solve" to pro-
duce some performance statistics.
procedure solve;
begin




for i := 1 step 1 until K do begin
il type[i] = IS then W.. := S..
else W.. := Sir «1 + ",(.Ill --1,.));
sum ;:: sum + Vii' "WiT;
end:
War ;:: sum;
X er := Nrl Wor :
end:
for i := 1 step 1 until K do begin
sum:= 0;
for r := 1 step 1 until R do





Description of NiVA Solve Routine
procedure slats;
begin
for r:= 1 step 1 until R do
for 1 := 1 until K do begin
Wf.r:= from solve;
XiI'" := Kol'" ·Vtr :











In queueing network models of a more general form, Jobs are able to switch
between job classes. This class switching feature Is required if certain types of
systems are to be accurately modeled. The system in'Figure 7 is an example of
this [BCMP75]. In this model, it is necessary to define two job classes, with jobs
switching between these classes. Retaring to FIgure 7. notice that jobs arriving
from the terminals at the drum. must depart to the CPU, while jobs arriving at
the drum from the CPU must depart to the terminals. This can be accomplished






q 12,32 = 1
Figure 7
Mot;].el with Class Switching
In the versions of queueing network models discussed so far, we were able
to asswne that the number of jobs in each class was known and constant. Now,
co
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with class switching, the number of jobs in a class is not known and constant.
The method used for such models' is to form "superclasses" from the classes; all
classes in a superclass have Jobs switching only between classes in the super-
class [BrBaBO]. These Buperclasses are formed so that the number of Jobs in a
sup!rclass does remain constant and is known. Our solution technique for
models with class switching consists of four steps:
1. Form superclasses (made up of classes among which jobs switch),
Z. Parameterize these superclasses (Le. determine visit ratios and service
intervals for elements of each superclass),
3, Use the M:IIA algorithm to obtain solutions for these superclasses, and
4. Obtain solutions for the jobs In the original classes.
Assuming that we are given service intervals and visit ratios for the original
classes, ~Strf and fV1T I, and the descriptions of the Q superclasses,
(seq, for l~qs;QI where SCq consists of one or more jobs classes. we can
parameterize the model based on superclasses as follows [Balb79], [BrBaBOJ:
1. The visit ratios. Vi; are given by
2. Some auxilary proportionality constants are:
for r E SCq
3. The service intervals are
4. The populations of the superclases are
Given these superclass parameters, we can then apply the Jl:'VA algorithm of -
m
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the preceding sections to obtain solutions for each superclass, namely
~.(N. --lv), and X; (.Al'). With these solutions, we can then calculate the class
solution values as foUows: for T f: SCq
x.. (Al) = ex.. XO(Al) 1(,
n..(Al) = X.. (Al) W.. (Al)
V.. (Al) = S.. X.. (Al)






We should point out that this approach requires all of the mean queue
lengths for the next-to-the-last level of multiprogramming, to obtain Wtr(N),
(equation 10). An alternative approach is to calculate W(r(N) at the same time
that JY~(ll) for each superclass is calculated. The choice of approaches would
depend on the procedure being used to ennumerate all of the job classes and
levels of multiprogrammlng. More spec1ftcally. if the queue lengths for tN - -1v)
are being stored anyway, then the approach using equation (10) should be used;
otherwise. this alternative approach is probably preferred.
Load Dependent Service Rates
The class of queueing networks being considered can include stations with
service rates which depend on the number of jobs at the station. While it is pos-
sible to have these rales depend on the number of jobs in each class [BCMP75].
we will restrict our implementation to rates which depend only on the total
number of jobs (Le, all classes) at the station [ReLa7B]. More specifically. we
assume that there is a fundamental service rate. J.Lu. = S1 , and a set of mulli-
. ..




J.4r(7tt);;;; Str d(14) is the service rate for class r Jobs at station i when 7tt Jobs
are present. Notice that if J.L;,.(2) ;;;; 2 J.,lv. i.e. if the service rate doubles when
two jobs are present. then C, (2) = ~.
In order to calculate waiting times for this type of station. we need to define
Pi('1Lt [AI), the probabUity of having 'Tl.t jobs at statioI;l i when the job mix is.N.
Given this marginal probability. we can then modify the calculation of Wir(N) in
the WlA algorithm as follows:
W.. (N) = 'f;1; S.. c,(;) p,(;-lIN--l-r). (14)
j=l
In order to obtain F({j IN), we must perform some additional calculations:.
R
P,(; IN) =2: Xj,.(N) s" c,(;) P,(; -lIN--l-r) lor; =1..... IN I· (15)
r=l
1,,1
P,(OIN) = 1 - ~P,(; IN)
J=l
.These additional computations have two etIech on the algorithm: (1) they
can cause a significant increase in the amount of storage required (for the
Pie; !N)'s). and (2) equation (16) can introduce numerically erroneous results
into all of the succeeding computations [ChSaBO). An obvious symptom of trou-
ble is the appearance of negative values for P,(O IN), but this may not always
happen. An obvious c·orrection for this sympton is to force pda 1.A1) to be 0, if
this occurs. The eaects of this "correction" have not been analyzed, so this
"cure" can only be classed as a heuristic at this time [BrBaBO][BuDeBO],
It should also be noted that calculation of device utilizations for servers
with load dependent service rates can not be done as in the earlier sections.
These can be computed from tbe state probabilities: e.g.,





A station with multiple servers. can be realized in the framework of queuing
network models as a single server-slation with a load dependent service rate, as
follows:
let r4 be the number of servers at station i; then
The multipliers of the above section then become
While the equations of the previous section could be used to solve multiple
server ·stations. the special Corm of these rate functions can be exploited to
develop an algorithm which requires less storage [ReLa78]. The resulting formu-
lae are:
S dj -2
W.. (N) = ".. [1 + n,(N -.1,.) + L: (<4 - j) P,(j IN -.lr) ].
'"'t J=0
and
P,(j IN) = l..t X,.(N) s.. P,(j -liN -.lr), for j =1 .....<4-1
, ,.=1
R
V, (N) = L: X.. (N) S..
r=l
"'-I





The amount of additional storage required for for stations with multiple
servers Is fairly modest, if the number of such stations Bnd the number of
servers per stations are modest. Unfortunately, the numerical problem
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mentioned in the section on load dependent service rates is still present (in
equation 20). For this type or server, the device utillzaUons are computed as
part of the calculation.
Open and l!ixed Networks
Open networks are networks in which all jobs arrive at the system from an
external source with a specified mean arrival rate. XOr • for class r jobs. Since
equilibrium must be maintained; all such jobs must eventually depart to an
external sink. and the system throughput rate must also be X er for these classes
of jobs. Networks with both open and close.d classes of jobs are said to be mixed
networks [BCMP75]. Since each of the stations in an' open network is an M/M/l
queue (because of the assumptions stated earlier). standard techniques can be
used to solve these networks. More specifically, given (S;;rJ and ~Vir~ as before,
and (KarL the arrival rate for class r jobs, where r denotes an open class. we




















Notice that for the network to be in equilibrium, p, lor each FCFS, PS, or LCFS
station must be less than 1.
In a mixed network. we let N denote the mix of jobs in the closed classes.
Then,JJJ. = (.0.) denotes the network with only jobs from the open classes present:
the starting values for the MVA algorithm for mixed networks are those given
above; Le.
;>, (il) = l; n:"..
ropm
(27)
For H varying from (.0.) up to the final configuration of jobs from the closed
classes. we have. for each closed class s and each open class T,
W,,(N) = S" [1 + ;>,(N-J.,.)]
N.
Xo. (N) = ...,K,--'-"----
l; V" W" (N)
i=1
x" (N) = Xo. (N) V"






1l'.. (N) = (32)




These equations depend on the fact that the Xv-'s (the throughputs of the
open classes) must remain constant for all N , in e:IIecl a forced job flow rate at
each station for jobs in open classes. Equation (32) can be interpreted as the
mean waiting time for a job in an open class plus the delay caused by jobs in the




To illustrate the operation of the MVA algorithm, we include three examples.
The t1rst consists of a system with three stations and .two Job classes. The
second lUustrates class gwttching. and the third, mixed (open and closed) net-
work models.
Example 1 - Multiple Classes
The first example is taken from an article by,Reiser [Reis76]. It represents
a system with two classes of users (labeled APL and IMS respectively), The APL.
users (class 1) have a mean think time at their terminals of 1.0 second and a
mean service t1me at the system qf 0.025 sec. The IMS users have a mean think
time of 15.0 sec and a service time of 0.500 sec. The two groups of terminals are
represented by two devices with IS scheduling (no delay) and the system is a sin~
gle server device with PS scheduling. Figure B is a diagram of this model; Table
2 lists the values of the input parameters; Table 3 show the solution steps
required to solve the model for 2 APL customers and 11MS customer; and Table
4 show the results (the values of the usual performance variables). Table 5
shows the results for 15 APL customers and 5 lMS customers and can be com-




I ~,..----..-,y APLI I---
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8 22 = 15.0
,. - -1
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"Figure 8
Model with Two Job Classes [Reis76]
11.0
[Y.. ] = l 0
1.0
r 1.0







Input Parameters - Example 1
N W" W22 W:u W32 XQI X02 n, n, n,
(0,0) 0 0 0
(1,0) 1.0 .025 ,976 .976 ,024
(0,1) 15.0 ,600 .066 ,966 .032
(2,0) 1.0 .026 1.950 1.950 .D5D
(1,1) 1.0 15.D ,D26 ,612 .975 .D64 .975 .967 ,D56
(2,1) 1.0 15.0 ,D27 ,525 1.949 .D64 1.949 ,966 .D65
Table 3
Solution for N :::: (2.1) - Example 1
CD
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device class Utr Xj. Tttr W..
1 1 1.949 1.949 1.949 1.000
2 0 0 0 0
tot 1.949 1.949 1.949 1.000
2 1 0 0 0 0
2 .966 .064 .966 15.000
tot .966 .064 .966 15.000
3 1 .049 1.949 .052 .027
2 .032 .064 .034 .525
tot .081 2,031 .086 .043
Table 4
Results for J:l = (2,1) - Example 1
device class Uir Xr "" Wi,.1 1 14,3 14.3 14.3 1.0
2 0 0 0 0
tot 14,3 14.3 14.3 1.0
2 1 0 0 0 0
2 4,707 .314 4.707 15.0
tot 4.707 .314 4.707 15.0
3 1 .358 14.3 .677 ,047
2 .157 .314 .293 ,934
tot .515 14.6 .970 ,066
Table 5
Results lor.lll = (15,5) - Example 1 [Reis76]
Example 2 - Class Switching
The second example illustrates class switching. The system being modeled
consists of three devices, a CPU and two I/O devices. Jobs in class 1 leave the
CPU and join class 2 with probability .1: jobs of class 2 leave the CPU and jaln
class 1 with probabil1ty .2. Figure 9 is a diagram of this model. Tables 6. 7. B
and 9 show the parameters, solution steps and results for this example. It can




5 3 = .10
q12.11 = .2
QI1.21=·7
..... ---- - r r --> 1/02 f-,
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Input Parameters - Example 2:
,'. ,
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r 151[11:,] = [8.5
4.5
f.667 .333]






N I ;:: 3, N 2 ;:: 0, implies N; = 3
Table 7
Auxiliary Constants - Example 2
w· W· W· X· -. -. -.n , , , n n, n, n,
0 0 0 0
1 .023 .070 ,100 .717 .251 .427 .322
2 .029 .100 .132 1.062 .465 .902 .633
3 .034 .133 .163 1.261 ,647 1.427 .926
Table B
Solution for Superclass - Example 2
11 21 31 12 22 32
W.. .015 .133 .163 .073 ,133 ,163
X.. 12.609 8.826 2,522 8,304 1.891 3.152
"<. .185 1.175 .412 .462 .252 .515
V.. .128 .618 .252 ,315 .132 .315
Table 9
Class Results for'" = (3,0) - Example 2
Example 3 - Mixed (Open and Closed Classes) Model
The third example illustrates the operation of the MVA algorithm., modified
to solve mixed models. In a mixed model, there are 'both open job classes
(classes with external arrivals) and closed job classes (elas_ses with a fixed and
en
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constant number of Jobs). In this example. class 1 1s the open class and class 2
is the closed class.
Figure 10 is a diagram. ar this model. Tables la, 11 and 12 give the parame~
ter values and solution steps for an external arrival rate of 1 class job per
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Figure 10
Mixed QNM ~ Example 3
[v..J=[bil
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Tabla 10









Solution of Open Class - Example 3
N, WI? W22 XO? n!2 n22 WI! 7ttl n,
0 .333
1 .333 .100 2.308 .769 .231 .590 .590 1.359
2 .590 .123 2.606 1.655 .345 .885 .885 2.54,0
3 .885 .135 2.943 2.604 .396 1.201 1.201 3.805
Table 12
Solution - Example 3
The model in Example 3 was sImulated, in order to verify the correctness of
the solution. In the simulation model, a fixed number of class 2 jobs (the closed
class) were initiated and the model allowed to continue for 2500 arrivals of class
1 jobs (the open class). Each experiment was repeated three times. The experi-
ment was run for N 2 , the number of jobs in the closed class, varying from 1 to 5.
A comparison of the output of the MVA algorithm and the these 15 simulation
runs is given in Table 13.
·28 -
CPU Utilization
N, MVA Run 1 Run 2 Run 3 Avg.
1 .827 .826 .618 .823 .822
2 .951 .954 .950 .951 .952
3 .986 .987 .967 .985 .966
4 .996 .995 .994 .997 .995
5 .999 .999 .998 .999 .999
CPU Response Time - Open Class
1 .590 .633 .590 .547 .590
2 .665 .913 .656 .905 .691
3 1.201 1.217 1.240 1.137 1.198
4 1.528 1.465 1.442 1.513 1.480
5 1.859 1.874 1.835 1.661 1.657
CPU Response Time - Closed Class
1 .333 .335 .328 .320 .328
2 .590 .595 .577 .582 .585
3 .865 .902 .896 .864 .888
4 1.201 1.193 1.160 1.190 1.161
5 1.528 1.550 1.505 1.523 1.526
Table 13
Comparison with Simulation Results - Example 3
Discussion
This report has given a fairly complete description of the implementation of
the ViVA algorithm. with several extensions. A computer program was written in
the C Programming Language following the steps given in this paper. The results
given in the Election with examples were obtained from this program. Every
attempt has been made to verily that the program is giving correct results.
The major extension not included in this note (and in the program) deals
with devices with either multiple servers or load dependent servers and which
are visited by jobs from open classes. These extensions, along with a few others,
have been recently presented by Sauer [SaueBl].
The purpose of this paper is describe the MVA algorit.hm with extensions in
N
- 29-
such a way that the reader could implement a program to solve QNM's. The
examples are provided, to allow the results to be verified.
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